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Freezing as a probabilistic phenomenon
Abstract: This paper shows that freezing effects are graded rather than categorical, and that different kinds of freezing are not equally strong. Building
on Hofmeister et al. (2015: 470), I argue that freezing effects are at least in part
caused by their extremely unusual structure, with two disparate foci governed by
the same verb. By being inconsistent with comprehenders’ expectations about
the distribution of gaps, such constructions likely create a processing conflict
between what is expected and the actual input. Experiment 1 suggests that
such expectations are malleable, given that the oddness of extracting from an
extraposed phrase disappears by virtue of making such constructions as likely
as their non-extraposed counterparts. Experiments 2 and 3 suggest that the
oddness created by crossing extraposition and extraction paths also disappears,
but at a much lower rate. I propose that the latter constructions are more improbable and therefore worse than the former because (a) they are preempted
by simpler and more likely alternative (local) parses (Fodor 1978) in which the
point of retrieval and integration does not coincide with the point of reanalysis (Hofmeister et al. 2015), (b) involve crossing non-local dependencies (which
are independently known to be more difficult than non-crossing dependencies
(Fodor 1978), and therefore bound to be rarer), and (c) have disparate foci and
therefore atypical pragmatic requirements (Huck and Na 1990; Bolinger 1992).
Keywords: Extraposition, extraction, islands, frequency, adaptation

1 Introduction
Ross (1967: 305) first noticed that leftward extraction (1a) and extraposition
(1b) cause low acceptability when they interact, as seen in (2), a phenomenon
known as freezing. In (2a) there is extraction from an extraposed PP, in (2b)
there is extraction from an extraposed NP, and in (2c) an extraction from a PP
crossed with direct object extraposition.
(1) a. Whoj did you [give [a picture of j ] [to Robin]]?
b. Did you [give i [to Robin] [a picture of my brother]i ]?
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(2) a.*Whoj did you [give a picture i ] [to Robin] [of j ]i ?
b.*Whoj did you [give i [to John] [a picture of j ]i ]?
c.*Whoj did you [give i [to j ] [a picture of my brother]i ]?
Most accounts of freezing involve theory-dependent assumptions (e.g.
Wexler and Culicover 1980; Takahashi 1994; Rizzi 2007, among others) which
usually predict that any movement out of any moved phrase is necessarily illicit.
This is not quite so. For example, (3a) shows that a clause moved rightwards
does not block leftward sub-extraction, (3b) exhibits complement extraposition
from an extracted wh-phrase, and (3c) contains extraction from an extracted
wh-phrase. It remains unclear how the full range of facts can be explained via
syntactic constraints, without stipulation.
(3) a. Whati did he explain
b. [How many videos
booed]i ?

i ]j

j

to Mary [that she should write

are there

j

i ]j ?

on the web [of Mitt Romney getting

c. [Which handout]j can’t you remember [how many copies of
have to print i ?

j ]i

you

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 discusses non-configurational
accounts freezing phenomena, and provides evidence that freezing effects like
(2a) are created by independently motivated phonological phrasing constraints,
following Huck and Na (1990). Freezing effects like (2b,c) require a different
explanation, however. Section 3 describes three sentence acceptability experiments which show that, although the acceptability of such freezing constructions
are initially low, speakers gradually come to regard such constructions as being significantly more acceptable. These results suggest that freezing effects
are transient and at least in part plausibly caused by the fact that constructions with multiple foci are extremely unusual. By making such constructions
more frequent, comprehenders can adapt their expectations and come to regard
freezing violations as less severe. The reported experiments also show that the
amelioration rates caused by increased frequency are much more robust for (2b)
than for (2c). Finally, Section 4 describes a probabilistic model of the behavioral
phenomena.
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2 Non-syntactic accounts
Huck and Na (1990) offer a simple explanation for why sentences like (2a) have
low acceptability. They begin by noting that such examples improve with contrastive stress and appropriate contextualization, as in (4).
(4) a. Okay, you saw a picture yesterday, but just whom did you see a picture
yesterday of ?
b. Here’s an article in the Tribune by Trevor, of all people; he’s someone
I’d expect to read a story in the paper about .
c. I know Alger found letters in the file to Chambers, certainly, but I’m
not sure I can remember whom he found letters in the files from .
(Huck and Na 1990: 66)
Huck and Na (1990) argue that this kind of amelioration is analogous to the one
observed in pronouns (Zwicky 1982, 1986), as illustrated in (5). These examples
show that unstressed pronouns like it and me cannot be separated from the verb,
because the former are unable to project their own phonological phrase.
(5) a.
b.
c.
d.

Mia told to Noel *[it] / [that joke] yesterday.
Mia told [it] / [that joke] to Noel yesterday.
She called up *[me] / [the janitor] about the fire.
She called [me] / [the janitor] up about the fire.

For Huck and Na (1990), the same is true for unstressed prepositions: when an
unstressed stranded proposition is separated from its selecting head by another
phrase, oddness ensues for prosodic reasons. Thus, the oddness of (2a) is due
to independently motivated phonological phrasing constraints rather than syntax proper. Apparent counterexamples like (6a), where the stranded P is itself
fronted, and no amount of stress can ameliorate the sentence, pose no problem.
Note that to in (6a) is an argument marking preposition, and therefore it is
semantically defective. As such, it cannot be contrasted with anything or instantiate the required pragmatic function of topicalized expressions. Note that
acceptability does in fact improve if the stranded preposition is semantically
richer, as seen in (6b).
(6) a.*Whoi do you think that [to/to i ]j , John gave a book j .
(Postal 1972)
b. This is [a bridge]i that I think [underneath i ]j , Robin would never
park j .
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In the remainder of this paper I focus on (2b,c), which cannot be accounted
for by prosodic phrasing alone. Fodor (1978: 457) notes that (2c) has a syntactically highly probable temporary alternative parse in which to combines with
the NP a picture of my brother. The existence of this local ambiguity likely disrupts parsing, especially as it occurs in a portion of the sentence that contains
two gaps in close succession. Indeed, constructions with two independent gaps
in close proximity are licit, but not trivial to process, as seen in (7), specially if
the extraction paths cross (Fodor 1978), as in (7b).
(7) a. This is a problem whichi Johnj is difficult to talk to j about i .
b. Whoj can’t you remember which papersi you sent copies of i to

j?

Hofmeister et al. (2015: 477) make a similar observation, by noting that constructions like (2c) must cause increased processing effort since the point of retrieval
and integration coincides with the point of reanalysis. The existence of a preferential alternative parse that is locally licit but globally illicit can in turn lead
to a ‘digging-in’ effect (Ferreira and Henderson 1991, 1993; Tabor and Hutchins
2004), in which the more committed the parser becomes to a syntactic parse, the
harder it is to backtrack and reanalyze the input. The net effect of these factors
is that the correct parse of (2c) is less probable and therefore harder to identify
than that of (2b), which suffers from none of these problems, and is regarded to
be more acceptable than (2c) by Fodor (1978: 453) and others.1
Finally, there may also be problems caused by the use of preposition stranding. Gries (2004) provides corpus data suggesting that P stranding tends to be
used when the processing cost of the utterance is not already high, whereas
PP extraction tends to be used otherwise. For example, it should be easier to
process PP extractions and NP extractions because in the former there is more
information about the syntactic function of the fronted phrase, by virtue of the
presence of the preposition. In contrast, in NP extraction the fronted phrase can
have virtually any syntactic function. Indeed, the observation that PP extraction from Subject Islands is more acceptable than NP extraction goes back to
Ross (1967). Given that (2b,c) involve two different types of displacement, that
would favor the use of PP extraction, but this would require using the pronoun

1 The Clause Non-Final Incomplete Constituent Constraint (Kuno 1973: 130) prohibited
extraction out of phrases in a clause non-final position, and may be best explained by essentially the same kinds of garden-path-like processing problems created by a mid-sentence
gap, specially given the number of counterexamples found in the literature (Jackendoff
and Culicover 1972; Hukari and Levine 1991; Fodor 1992).
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whom, which many speakers generally deem to be marked or awkward. Register
effects and prescriptive pressures may further complicate matters.
Finally, Huck and Na (1990) and Bolinger (1992) also conjecture that freezing effects may be in part due to a pragmatic conflict created by extraposition
and extraction: wh-movement has extracted a phrase leftward, focusing interest
on that expression, while at the same time extraposition has moved a constituent
rightward, focusing interest on that constituent as well. Note also that objects
tend to be extraposed when they are discourse new, and even more so when they
are heavy (Wasow 2002: 71). Therefore, the theme phrase a picture of John in
(2c) is strongly biased to be discourse new, but this clashes with the fact that an
entirely different entity, the recipient, is leftward extracted, and therefore is the
de facto new information that the open proposition is about. No such mismatch
exists in (2a) or (2b), in contrast, where the extraposed theme is more directly
linked to the entity targeted by leftward extraction.
In this work I examine the possibility that the extreme low frequency of
freezing constructions plays a role in the freezing effects in (2b,c), drawing inspiration from Hofmeister et al. (2015: 470), which conjectures that extraposed
constituents are more difficult to process when they appear in environments
that are more unexpected. Levy et al. (2012) provides evidence that the processing difficulty associated with extraposed relatives depends on how expected
such constructions are: sentences in which a relative clause is highly expected
facilitates the comprehension of an extraposed relative. In addition, there is also
broader evidence that processing difficulty is affected by expectations about lexical (Kutas and Hillyard 1984; Altmann and Kamide 1999; Metzing and Brennan
2003; DeLong et al. 2005; Creel et al. 2008; Arai and Keller 2013; DeLong et al.
2005; Van Berkum et al. 2005; Gibson 2006; Kutas and Federmeier 2011; Levy
and Keller 2013), syntactic (Demberg and Keller 2008; Ferreira and Clifton
1986; McRae et al. 1998), semantic (Federmeier and Kutas 1999; Altmann and
Kamide 1999; Kamide et al. 2003), and pragmatic (Ni et al. 1996) information.
By using their statistical experience with their language to generate predictions about upcoming syntactic structure, comprehenders are able to efficiently
and robustly process complex and ambiguous linguistic input. As an analogy,
consider the garden-path sentence (8), which contains a temporary ambiguity
between a grammatical parse in which plans is a noun, and an ungrammatical
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parse in which plans is a verb. Since the sequence ‘N plans V to’ is many orders
of magnitude more frequent than ‘N plans N to’, the verbal parse is preferred.2
(8) The government plans to raise taxes were defeated.
Crucially, the nominal parse is not only much more (locally) likely than the
verbal parse, it also does not create any syntactic problems until the end the
sentence, which makes the source of the misparse difficult to identify. Hence, the
grammatical parse is likely to be preempted. In this work I explore the possibility
that freezing effects are similarly sensitive to probabilistic information.

3 Experimental evidence
In what follows I provide experimental evidence that increased frequency of
freezing violations can ameliorate freezing effects. These results are related to
what Hiramatsu (2000), Francom (2009), Kravtchenko et al. (2009), and Chaves
and Dery (2014), found for Subject Island violations, usually regarded as another
type of freezing effect. If sentences with freezing island violations were ungrammatical, and if grammars cannot construct representations for ungrammatical
representations – as explicitly argued by Phillips (2006: 803), Sprouse (2007),
Wagers and Phillips (2009), and Phillips (2013) – then it should be impossible to
improve their acceptability by simply increasing their frequency. If the language
processor cannot construct ungrammatical structures, then ‘extra-grammatical
factors that affect the acceptability – and are predicated on the existence of a
representation – such as syntactic priming, should not affect the acceptability
of ungrammatical sentences’ (Sprouse 2007: 123).

3.1 Experiment 1
This experiment focuses on classic freezing effects like (9b,d,f), and shows that
the oddness attributed to such constructions can be made to vanish by virtue of
repeated exposition. In other words, by making (9a,c,e) as frequent as (9b,d,f)
the difference in acceptability steadily disappears.

2 For example, in the 520,000,000 word Corpus of Contemporary American English
(COCA; Davies, 2008-), the sequence ‘[nn*] plans.[v*] to’ has a frequency of 1744
whereas the sequence ‘[nn*] plans.[nn*] to’ is much rarer, with a frequency of 8.
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(9) a. Whoi did you give [a picture of i ] to Robin?
b.*Whoi did you give j to Robin [a picture of i ]j ?
(Wexler and Culicover 1980)
c. Whoi did you see [some beautiful pictures of i ] yesterday?
d.*Whoi did you see j yesterday [some beautiful pictures of i ]j ?
(Johnson 1985: 74)
e. Whati did you give [a book about i ] to John?
f.*Whati did you give j to John [a book about i ]j ?
(Lasnik and Saito 1992: 103)

3.1.1 Methods
A total of 70 self-reported native English speakers with IP addresses originating
from the United States were recruited through Amazon.com’s Mechanical Turk
(AMT) crowdsourcing marketplace.3 The task was open to anyone, but participants were asked to report if they happened to be native speakers. Participants
were instructed to rate how natural each sentence was, by giving it a number
from 1 (very unnatural) to 7 (very natural). The experimental items consisted
of 20 pairs of sentences, a sample of which is shown in (10). The full set of items
is in Appendix A.
(10) a. Which cake did you serve Mark several slices of?
b. Which cake did you serve to Mark several slices of?

(In situ)
(Ex situ)

c. Which problem did you write Robin several emails about?
(In situ)
d. Which problem did you write to Robin several emails about? (Ex situ)
In the in situ (control) condition, the verb phrase consists of a double object
construction where the verb is followed by the direct object and then followed by
the sentence-final indirect object containing the gap (e.g. [serve [Mark] [several
slices of i ]]). In the ex situ condition, however, the verb phrase consists of a
prepositional indirect-object construction in which the object containing the gap
is extraposed over the oblique (e.g. [serve j [to Mark] [several slices of i ]j ]),
constituting a freezing violation analogous to (9d). Hence, the acceptability of
the latter should be consistently lower than that of their in situ counterparts.

3 For evidence that linguistic data obtained via AMT parallels data obtained in the
laboratory see Melnick et al. (2011), Gibson et al. (2011), and Sprouse (2011).
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The experimental items were pseudorandomized and counterbalanced across
two lists using a Latin Square design, and interspersed with 40 distractor sentences. This way, no participant saw both versions of the same item, and no two
participants saw the items in the same order. There were six kinds of distractor
sentence, exemplified in (11), half of which were ungrammatical. In the actual
stimuli, no diacritic ‘*’ was present, of course.
(11) a. Which
b. Which
c. Which
d.*Which
e.*Which
f.*Which

library did you donate several books about Oprah to?
houses did the roofs of get damaged by the explosion?
individual did you see Robert with?
school did you compare Ann to attend some classes at?
restaurant did you order multiple dishes to Larry about?
windows did you strain James of?

3.1.2 Results
The mean acceptability rating for the in situ condition was 5.76 (SD = 1.35),
and for the ex situ condition was 4.51 (SD = 1.73). The mean rating for the
grammatical distractors was 5.54 (SD = 1.77), and for the ungrammatical distractors it was 2.26 (SD = 1.49).
Linear mixed-effect regression (LMER) models were fitted using the lme4
package (version 1.1–7) (Bates et al. 2014) in R (version 3.1.2), and the intercept
was adjusted by item type, subjects, and lists, in order to account for random
effects. An LMER model with sentence type and presentation order as fixed
factors and items, subjects and lists as random factors confirmed that in situ
items were rated significantly higher than ex situ items (t = 9.848, p < 0.001),
and revealed that acceptability ratings improved as the experiment progressed
(t = 5.621, p < 0.001). No interactions were detected between item type and
presentation order (t = −0.947, p = 0.34). LMER models for each item type
further confirmed that both in situ items (t = 4.85, p < 0.001) and ex situ items
(t = 5.38, p < 0.001) improved with presentation order. Separate models just for
distractors detected no change in acceptability as the experiment progressed for
ungrammatical distractors (t = 1.07, p = 0.28), but an increase of acceptability
occurred in the case of grammatical distractors (t = 4.77, p < 0.001). Figure
1 depicts the change in acceptability as a function of presentation order for all
stimuli. Since no two participants saw the experimental items in the same order,
each dot corresponds to the average across different items in each condition.
Moreover, the increase in acceptability judgements during the experiment cannot
be attributed to the particular order in which the items were presented.
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Fig. 1. LMER of each item type with presentation order as a fixed predictor

Next, the acceptability ratings of 60 responses in the in situ condition with
presentation order of 1, 2, and 3 were compared against the acceptability ratings
of 60 responses in the ex situ condition with presentation orders of 18, 19, and
20. A linear mixed-effect regression model with sentence type as a fixed predictor
(allowing the intercept to be adjusted by items, subjects, and lists) revealed that
the acceptability of the in situ items in the beginning of the experiment was not
significantly different from the acceptability of the ex situ items by the end of
the experiment (t = 1.123, p = 0.2633).

3.1.3 Discussion
The experimental findings suggest that the acceptability of freezing violations
standardly regarded as illicit (Wexler and Culicover 1980; Johnson 1985; Lasnik
and Saito 1992) disappears by merely increasing their frequency. The gradual
increase of acceptability over the course of only 10 sentences in the ex situ condition may reflect comprehender’s adaptation to highly unusual constructions,
by prompting them to revise their expectations about the syntactic distribution
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of English gaps. Given enough exposure, the results suggest that both conditions would eventually converge towards the upper end of the scale, and become
equally likely and acceptable.
The present interpretation of the behavioral evidence is not unlike that
of Kim et al. (2011), for which the acceptability cline in category mismatches
in Verb Phrase Ellipsis (VPE) constructions is argued to correlate with how
consistent the prior heuristics are with the particular input: highly acceptable
VPE constructions are those consistent with comprehenders’ parsing heuristics,
and have syntactic analyses that are found comparatively early during sentence
comprehension. Conversely, less acceptable VPE constructions involve more processing as well as more processing conflicts because they are inconsistent with
heuristics that normally aid sentence processing. According to surprisal theory
(Hale 2001; Levy 2008), more cognitive effort is required to process input that
is less expected. The relation between surprisal and processing effort has been
experimentally validated (Boston et al. 2008; Demberg and Keller 2008; Roark
et al. 2009; Smith and Levy 2008), as has the correlation between sentence acceptability and probability (Keller 2003; Lau et al. 2015; Manning 2003).

3.2 Experiment 2
Experiment 2 focuses on freezing effects like those in (12), where the extraposition of the direct object putatively blocks the leftward extraction from the
oblique complement. If the oddness of (12b) and (12d) is due to grammar, then
their acceptability should not improve with repeated exposition, let alone approach the acceptability of their in situ counterparts in (12a,c).
(12) a. Whoi does this sentence appear to be fine to i ?
b.*Whoi does this sentence appear j to i [to be fine]j ?
(Langendoen and Pullum 1977)
c. Whoi did you give [a picture of Sandy] to i ?
d.*Whoi did you give j to i [a picture of Sandy]j ?
(Wexler and Culicover 1980)
As we shall see, the acceptability of sentences like (12d) improves only
marginally with repeated exposure, suggesting that the freezing effects examined in Experiment 2 (e.g. *Who did you give to a book about Sandy?) are more
severe than those examined in Experiment 1 (e.g. *Who did you give a book
about to John?), and therefore unlikely to be cause by the exact same factors.
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3.2.1 Methods
A set of different 76 participants were recruited through AMT, using the same
methodology as in Experiment 1. The experimental items consisted of 20 pairs of
sentences listed in Appendix B, a sample of which is given in (13). In the in situ
condition, the gap is located immediately after a sentence-final stranded preposition, whereas in the ex situ condition the direct object has been extraposed
over the stranded preposition. The latter is isomorphic to (12d).
(13) a. Who did you promise a sum of $1,000 to?
b. Who did you promise to a sum of $1,000?
c. Who did you forward a copy of the contract to?
d. Who did you forward to a copy of the contract?

(In situ)
(Ex situ)
(In situ)
(Ex situ)

As in Experiment 1, the item pairs were pseudorandomized, counterbalanced
across two lists, and interspersed with 40 distractor sentences. There were various types of distractor sentence, some with who/what phrases, others containing
which. As before, half of the distractors were grammatical, half were ungrammatical, illustrated in (14).
(14) a. What did you call back your boss about?
b. Which restaurant did you ask me to book a reservation for?
c. Who did you recommend several songs by Rihanna to?
d.*What did you look for a neighbor at?
e.*Which road did you drive me to go to various places with?
f.*Who did you visit several friends of mine?

3.2.2 Results
The mean acceptability of the in situ items was 6.42 (SD = 0.88) and the
mean for ex situ items was 3.17 (SD = 1.64). An LMER model with item type
and presentation order as fixed factors confirmed that sentences in the in situ
condition were rated significantly higher than sentences in the ex situ condition
(t = 40.94, p < 0.001), and revealed that acceptability ratings improved as
the experiment progressed (t = 2.73, p < 0.01). No interactions were detected
between item type and presentation order (t = 0.19, p = 0.84). LMER models
for each item type further confirmed that both in situ items (t = 3.39, p < 0.001)
and ex situ items (t = 2.91, p < 0.01) improved with presentation order, as in
Figure 2. Again, ungrammatical distractors showed no improvement.
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Fig. 2. LMER of each item type with presentation order as a fixed predictor

3.2.3 Discussion
The results of Experiment 2 suggest that this type of freezing effect is difficult
to ameliorate with frequency alone. Any theory of freezing effects should explain
this fact. The mean acceptability of the freezing violation items approaches the
middle of the scale, presumably where the threshold for acceptability lies, but
never quite crosses it. As discussed in §2, it is possible that freezing violations like
(12d) do not exhibit strong amelioration effects because they are more unlikely
and unexpected. First, comprehenders may overlook the possibility that there is
a gap immediately after the mid-sentence preposition because the preposition is
adjacent to an NP. Second, extraposition and extraction target the same sentence
region, which is dispreferred as it likely creates processing difficulty that hampers
and preempts the correct parse. Third, extraposed phrases usually describe new
information, but the extraction targets the non-extraposed phrase. This conflict
created by extraposition and extraction may prevent speakers from viewing such
constructions as fully felicitous, without a suitable contextualization for the
double foci. Moreover, the discourse contexts in which such multiple foci would
are felicitous are arguably rare, and therefore unlikely, all else being equal.
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3.3 Experiment 3
If the sentence-medial stranded preposition in the ex situ condition in Experiment 2 mislead comprehenders into assuming that the preposition would combine with the following NP, then the low acceptability of the ex situ items in
Experiment 2 might be in part due to difficulty detecting the correct grammatical parse. Experiment 3 examined if participants would rate ex situ items more
favorably if a small pause were to be inserted at the gap site, thus more overtly
indicating the location of the gap as in (15).
(15) Who did you owe to // a debt of millions of dollars?
Drawing from work on silent reading by Quinn et al. (2000), Fodor (2002) and
various others, the items in Experiment 2 were modified to include prosodic
cues that signaled the ‘brief pause’, in (15). The present experiment should be
regarded as a preliminary study, since speech stimuli should ideally be use to
probe the effect of a pause in sentence acceptability.

3.3.1 Methods
A different set of 76 participants from those that participated in the previous
experiments was recruited through AMT. All enrollment criteria and participant
instructions were identical to that of Experiment 1. The experimental items
consisted of the same 20 pairs of items used in Experiment 2, counterbalanced
across two lists, pseudorandomized, and mixed with distractors, exactly as in
previous experiments. However, the items contained the symbol ‘zz’ as shown in
(16), which participants were told sigaled ‘a brief pause’.
(16) a. Who zz did you promise a sum of $1,000 to?
b. Who did you promise to zz a sum of $1,000?

(In situ)
(Ex situ)

The break in (16a) is grammatical, though somewhat marked. The goal of this
manipulation is to allow ex situ items to benefit from some prosodic information,
and to make in situ items less prototypical. Hence, the acceptability between in
situ items and ex situ items should be less extreme than in Experiment 2.
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3.3.2 Results
The mean acceptability for the in situ condition was 5.06 (SD = 1.86), and for
the ex situ condition 3.58 (SD = 1.73). The means for the ungrammatical and
grammatical distractors were 2.77 (SD = 1.72) and 4.38 (SD = 1.97) respectively. An LMER model with sentence type and presentation order as fixed factors, and items, subjects and lists as random factors confirmed that in situ items
were rated significantly higher than items in the ex situ condition (t = 28.08,
p < 0.001), and revealed that acceptability ratings improved as the experiment
progressed (t = 2.4, p = 0.01). No interactions were detected between item type
and presentation order (t = −0.734, p = 0.46). Contrary to Experiment 2, however, separate LMER analysis revealed that ex situ items improved faster during
the experiment (t = 4.37, p < 0.001) than in situ items did (t = 3.17, p = 0.001).

Fig. 3. LMER of each item type with presentation order as a fixed predictor

A regression model with sentence type as a fixed predictor revealed that the
acceptability ratings of 48 responses in the in situ condition whose presentation
order was either 1 or 2 was not significant from the acceptability ratings of
48 responses in the ex situ condition whose presentation orders were 19 or 20
(t = −0.45, p = 0.64), but broader selections of presentation order windows
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yield significant mean differences. For example, the acceptability ratings of 60
responses in the in situ condition whose presentation order was either 1, 2, or
3 was significantly different (t = −2.07, p = 0.04) from that of 60 responses in
the ex situ condition whose presentation orders were 18, 19, or 20.
Although the acceptability of ex situ items by the end of the experiment
only tended to approach the acceptability of the in situ items at the beginning
of the experiment, it is nonetheless clear that the acceptability of ex situ items
gradually approached and crossed the midpoint of the acceptability scale, which
raises questions with regard to their ungrammaticality status.

3.3.3 Discussion
The results from the above three experiments indicate that freezing effects like
those in (9), repeated below in (17a), are stronger and harder to ameliorate
those in (12), repeated in (17b).
(17) a.*Whoi did you give j to i [a picture of Sandy]j ?
b.*Whoi did you give j to Robin [a picture of i ]j ?
(Wexler and Culicover 1980)
Although the prosodic cue had a mild ameliorative effect, and increase of acceptability was not as strong as the one observed in Experiment 1, the ex situ
condition exhibited a stronger amelioration effect than the in situ condition.
This is unexpected if such freezing violations are impossible for the parser to
construct and prime. Secondly, it is also possible that if comprehenders had been
exposed to more experimental items than the acceptability of (17a) would more
clearly converge into the upper range of the scale. Thirdly, it is also possible that
with appropriate contextualization, some of the oddness created by the presence
of the double foci can be circumvented. Further research is necessary in order
to more directly compare the acceptability of freezing violations with and without prosodic cues, using actual auditory stimuli. It is possible that the prosodic
break at the gap site in the ex situ condition would have been more effective
in circumventing the freezing effect if the experimental materials consisted of
actual speech rather than written stimuli.
As discussed in §2, there are important differences between the two types
of freezing violation in (17) that may explain the contrast in amelioration rates.
In (17a) there is a highly likely alternative syntactic parse in which to combines
with the following NP a picture of Sandy, thus creating additional processing
difficulty, two gaps in close succession, crossing displacement dependencies, and
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an information structural conflict created by extraposition and extraction of
completely different entities. As a consequence, comprehenders may be less likely
to regard such constructions as fully felicitous, and more reluctant to revise their
expectations about the distribution of extraction and extraposition.

4 A probabilistic model
The experimental results reported in this paper are consistent with the hypothesis that comprehenders make use of expectations about the syntactic distribution of filler-gap dependencies to efficiently prune the search space during
gap detection, and mitigate the processing costs associated with resolving such
dependencies during on-line sentence comprehension. The more syntactically,
semantically, and pragmatically unlikely the position of a gap, the harder for
the language processor to overcome the conflict between the expected structure
and the actual input, and the harder it is to reanalyze the structure.
Indeed, freezing violations like (2) are not attested in corpora. No single
occurrence is found in the 520,000,000 word COCA corpus, for example. As discussed in §2 such constructions may be odd not only because they involve two
foci that require very peculiar contexts, but also because they contain temporary structural ambiguities which are more likely to be resolved incorrectly and
to persist until the end of the sentence. The rarity of dual foci constructions
causes them to be unexpected, and therefore more likely to be preempted by
any extant (local) alternative parses. These factors plausibly conspire to hamper
the production and comprehension of freezing constructions.
If sentence processing is guided by probabilistic information about the distribution of gaps, then it is also likely that such expectations are malleable and
can be changed to reflect variations in the input, just like other types of syntactic expectation have been shown to be malleable (Fine et al. 2010; Kamide and
Mitchell 1997; Fine and Jaeger 2013; Farmer et al. 2014). In ideal conditions,
comprehenders can adapt their prior syntactic expectations to match those in
the current context. In what follows I sketch a simple model that can predict
the frequency-based behavioral effects detected by the experiments in §3.
Sentence processing proceeds incrementally, which means that as each word
is processed, speakers determine the most likely syntactic structure given the
current discourse context, and predict with varying degrees of certainty what the
remainder of the sentence should consist of. For example, suppose the observed
input is w1 = Lisa, w2 = said. The most likely partial tree t consistent with
the input is [s [np Lisa ][vp [v said ][ ... ]]], where the ellipsis indicates the node that
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upcoming input is expected to be. Only parse trees consistent with the input
and the grammar are permitted, and among those, the parse tree with highest
probability given by the grammar and the input are preferred to those with
lower probability. We can define the most likely tree t̂ for the input w1 ...wn to
be the most probable tree from the set of trees TG that a grammar G licenses
for the string w1 ...wn , as seen in (18).
(18) t̂ = arg

max

t ∈ TG (w1 ...wn )

P (t)

There are many ways to estimate what the most probable tree is or what the
most probable continuation is, and there are many ways to analyze extraction
and extraposition. Before addressing the former problem, I’ll discuss the latter. I start by assuming that each tree node is a set of attribute-value pairs
{a1 : v1 , . . . , an : vn }, where a is an attribute and v is its value, encoding partof-speech, case, valence, etc. Simplifying somewhat the HPSG framework of Sag
et al. (2003), a nominal like Lisa corresponds to (19), which I abbreviate as ‘NP’
for convenience.
(19) {phon : /lis@/, pos : n, valence : h i, num : sing, per : 3rd,
gen : fem, case : nom, slash : {}, extra : {}, semantics : lisa}
Crucially, I follow Kim and Sag (2005) and others in representing leftward
displacement dependencies with the attribute slash, and rightward displacement dependencies with the attribute extra. In this framework, any given local
τ β ...β ] where τ is the type of construction, α is
constituent tree is of the form [α
1
n
the mother and β1 ...βn are its local daughters. For example, in Figure 4 the node
that combines the subject and the verbal phrase is [shead-subj-cxt np vp]. Here,
attributes other than slash and extra are omitted due to space limitations.4
The label VP is merely an abbreviation for a verbal expression with one
element listed in valence, and S is verbal constituent with no elements listed in
valence. For illustration, the V gave in Figure 4 is shown in full in 20a, the VP
gave a book is shown in (20b), and the S node is in (20c). Phrase-structure rules
are responsible for matching and ordering the elements in valence with the

4 Although only slash and extra are show in this discussion, the model formalized
below takes into consideration all attribute-value pairs, from all nodes in the local tree,
including semantics and phonology. Thus, information about phonological phrasing too
can influence the model’s behavior. Moreover, if we augment our attribute-value sets
with an attribute dedicated to information structure, then information about foci can be
factored in and potentially influence the probability of a given tree, in a given context.
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Sslash:{},extra:{}

NPslash:{},extra:{}

I

VPslash:{},extra:{}

Vslash:{},extra:{}

NPslash:{},extra:{}

PPslash:{},extra:{}

gave

a math book

to Lisa

Fig. 4. A clause without extraposition or extraction

sisters of the head, combining phonological information, composing the semantic
representations, and projecting the correct information to the mother node.
(20) a. {phon : /geIv/, pos : v, valence : hNP, NP, PPi, slash : {},
extra : {}, semantics : λz.λy.λx.give0 (x, y, z)}
b. {phon : /geIv 2 mæT bUk tu lis@/, pos : v, valence : hNPi, slash : {},
extra : {}, semantics : λx.∃y(book(y) ∧ about(y, math0 ) ∧ give0 (x, y, lisa0 ))}
c. {phon : /AI geIv 2 mæT bUk tu lis@/, pos : v, valence : h i, slash : {},
extra:{}, semantics : ∃y(book(y)∧about(y, math0 )∧give0 (speaker0 , y, lisa0 ))}
However, in a topicalization sentence like the one in Figure 5 the verbal nodes
in the extraction path bear the specification [slash : {npy }], except when the
iller-cxt
extraction is terminated, at the matrix node [shead-f
npy sslash:{np } ], where
slash:{}
the first daughter is identified with the element in the slash value of the clause.
y

Sslash:{},extra:{}
NPyslash:{},extra:{}
a math book

Sslash:{npy },extra:{}

NPslash:{},extra:{}

I

Fig. 5. A clause with extraction

VPslash:{npy },extra:{}

Vslash:{npy },extra:{}

PPslash:{},extra:{}

gave

to Lisa
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Similarly, in an extraposition construction it is up to the attribute extra to
allow an object to be realized to the right of its canonical position. In the case
head-extraposed-cxt
seen in Figure 6 the node [vp
vpextra:{np } npy ] allows the the
extra:{}
verb phrase to combine with the a right-dislocated object in extra. When both
extraposition and extraction occur in the same clause, both attributes slash
and extra have non-empty values which propagate in the structure and are
linked to their filler phrases independently.
y

Sslash:{},extra:{}

NPslash:{},extra:{}

VPslash:{},extra:{}

I

VPslash:{},extra:{npy }

Vslash:{},extra:{npy }

PPslash:{},extra:{}

gave

to Lisa

NPy slash:{},extra:{}

a math book

Fig. 6. A clause with extraposition

We can now return to (18), and define the probability of parse t as the
product of the probability of the constituent trees c that t is composed of:
(21) P (t) =

Q

c C t P (c)

Finally, the probability P (c) of any given local tree c can be defined in
terms of the probability of its features. As a consequence, the probability of the
same verbal node having non-empty values for slash and extra simultaneously
(as in Who did you give to a picture of Sandy?) will be exceedingly low, given
that these constructions do not occur. In contrast, the probability of a verb’s
direct object being extraposed (i.e. of bearing [slash : { }] and [extra : {NP}])
and the probability of a verb’s direct object containing a leftward extraction
(i.e. of bearing [slash : {NP}] and [extra : { }]) are not as low because these
constructions do in fact occur, as the attestation samples in (22) and (23) show.
(22) a. Webb approved the sale
(COCA: 1995 MAG)

to Iraq [of military transport helicopters] (...)
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b. And what was the value to Michelangelo [of being part of that]?
(COCA: 2008 SPOK)
c. Just two weeks ago, Britain stopped a shipment to Iraq [of devices
that could be used to trigger nuclear weapons].
(COCA: 1990 SPOK)
(23) a. (...) this was something James didn’t seem to have [a problem with ].
(COCA: 2007 FIC)
b. Others, we’re going to have to find [some housing for ].
(COCA: 1994 SPOK)
c. There was one last question my editor was dying to know [the answer
to ].
(COCA: 2004 NEWS)
Our statistical model should therefore predict that any given node has an extremely low probability of having non-empty values for slash and extra simultaneously (simply because these do not occur) and that the independent probabilities of having non-empty values for slash and extra are higher (given that
the latter do in fact occur). Such a model should be flexible enough to allow
the former to become more likely if non-empty values for slash and extra are
repeatedly observed simultaneously, for the same verb, as in the experiments
reported above. As the increase in acceptability due to repeated exposure is
linear, one plausible choice is the log-linear model in (24).5
(24)

τ β ...β ])
P ([α
1
n

exp
= P

P


τ β ...β ])
wa:v × fa:v ([α
1
n

P
exp
a:v wa:v × fa:v (c)

a:v

c ∈ Tτ

Here, wa:v is an R-valued weight for a given attribute-value combination a:v
(including joints of attribute-value combinations, as described below), fa:v (c) is
the indicator function yielding 1 if a:v is present in the given local tree c and 0
otherwise, and Tτ is the set of local trees of type τ in the treebank. In HPSG,
the values of slash and extra can only be of one of two types: empty-set and
non-empty-set. In in (24), the former is coded as 0 and the latter as 1.
For example, suppose that the local constituent tree c we are evaluating
specifies that slash and extra both have non-empty values. In that case, the
model will take into consideration at least three weighted factors: one for non-

5 See Miyao and Tsujii (2002,2008) for more discussion about this class of models and
their computational implementation. Alternatively, such a model may be recast in terms
of Data-Oriented Parsing, such as Linadarki (2006).
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empty slash, one for non-empty extra and a third one for the joint nonempty pair slash and extra. More formally, the numerator of (24) will be:
exp(wslash:1 + wextra:1 + wslash:1&extra:1 + ...), where the weights for attributes
other than the mother’s slash and extra are not shown for space limitations. Although the two first weights have moderate positive values, the third is
strongly negative (since such gap distributions are extremely rare), and therefore the model yields a minuscule non-zero probability for such gap distributions.
Consequently, such local constituent trees will be heavily dispreferred if there
are more likely competing alternatives, and very difficult to consider when comprehenders realize the parse is incorrect and attempt a reanalysis. However, if
tree structures simultaneously containing non-empty values for slash and extra are made more likely, then the weight wslash:1&extra:1 increases, and so
does the probability of the double-extraction analysis. Since the model is linear,
a linear increase in the frequency of such structures leads to a linear increase in
their probability. And as the latter parses becomes more likely, they require less
cognitive effort to compute than before, and their acceptability improves (perhaps as a function of both the probability and the required processing effort).
If on the other hand the constituent tree c we are evaluating specifies that
slash is empty but extra is not, then the numerator of (24) will instead be
exp(wslash:0 + wextra:1 + wslash:0&extra:1 + ...), all of which are positive weights,
as intended. Consequently, such structures will be more likely, and therefore
easier to process, harder to preempt, and ultimately deemed more acceptable.
Consequently, frequency alone can significantly ameliorate freezing effects
as long as there are no additional factors hampering or preempting the correct parse; for example, no additional processing difficulty incurred by crossing
extraction and extraposition, converging on the same sentence region, no competition from highly likely and alternative parses caused by sentence-medial P
stranding, and no informational-structural conflicts due to multiple foci.
It is possible that the kinds of expectations that we are concerned with here
are straighforwardly created by extra-grammatical heuristic parsing rules drawn
from frequently occurring patterns, deployed during on-line sentence comprehension. There is evidence that speakers resort to such heuristics. For example,
given the lexical input ‘who did ...’ with a high-falling intonation, speakers of
English create the expectation of an Sslash:{npy },extra:{} constituent in which
y is co-referential with the wh-phrase. Often times this heuristic will aid language processor, by correctly pre-activating the right linguistic structures and
rules, but sometimes it will not, as in continuations where there is no extraction
whatsoever, e.g. ‘who did that?’. Although such heuristics involve linguistic information, they need not be part of the grammar per se. As Kroch (2001: 722)
notes, “There is no doubt, however, that human beings like other animals, track
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the frequencies of events in their environment, including the frequency of linguistic events.” For other examples of similar heuristics likely deployed during
sentence processing see Sag and Wasow (2011, 2015), including some that involve visual and gestural information, social knowledge, style, and genre. For
an overview about how this kind of expectation can represented in a Bayesian
framework see Manning (2003).

5 Conclusion
Speakers use probabilistic information as an heuristic to predict upcoming linguistic input and aid the processing of complex and ambiguous utterances. Such
heuristics are adaptive in order to overcome variation and unexpected patterns.
Hofmeister et al. (2015) propose that the unacceptability of freezing constructions is caused by their unanticipated syntactic structure, which creates processing difficulty. The experimental results reported in this paper are consistent with
this hypothesis, since freezing effects can be ameliorated simply by making such
structures more frequent. Following Fodor (1978), Huck and Na (1990), Bolinger
(1992), Hofmeister et al. (2015), I argue that freezing effects are strongest when
the correct syntactic analysis is extremely unlikely due to independent factors,
such as the existence of alternative syntactic parses, crossing extraction pathways, which likely cause additional processing difficulty and make the correct
parse construction unlikely. Extraposition freezing constructions are argued to
be rare – and therefore unexpected – because two foci are governed by the same
verb, and as such may only be pragmatically felicitous in peculiar contexts.
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Appendix A
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Which
Which
Which
Which
Which

cake did you serve (to) Mark several slices of?
cigarettes did you toss (to) Sean several packages of?
coffee did you sell (to) Roger several blends of?
documents did you forward (to) Jake various copies of?
house did you pay (to) the IRS too much tax on?
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Which
Which
Which
Which
Which
Which
Which
Which
Which
Which
Which
Which
Which
Which
Which

lands did you lease (to) Scott multiple parcels of?
logos did you hand (to) Frank several drawings of?
building did you (to) grant Sam too much access to?
machine did you ship (to) Quinn several parts of?
mistake did you assign (to) Lee too much blame for?
plant did you offer (to) Pam several varieties of?
problem did you write (to) Robin several emails about?
products did you send (to) John some samples of?
provisions did you bring (to) Carl abundant supplies of?
riddle did you read (to) Ben several versions of?
stocks did you owe (to) Kim some dividends from?
student did you pass (to) Bree several notes about?
theory did you show (to) Mia some basic principles of?
topic did you lend (to) Doug several books about?
wine did you slide (to) Rose several glasses of?
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Who
Who
Who
Who
Who
Who
Who
Who
Who
Who
Who
Who
Who
Who
Who
Who
Who
Who
Who
Who

did
did
did
did
did
did
did
did
did
did
did
did
did
did
did
did
did
did
did
did

you
you
you
you
you
you
you
you
you
you
you
you
you
you
you
you
you
you
you
you

promise (to) a sum of $1,000 (to)?
forward (to) a copy of the contract (to)?
owe (to) a debt of gratitude (to)?
sell (to) your share of the company (to)?
send (to) several letters of apologies (to)?
award (to) the custody of the children (to)?
feed (to) a handful of roasted peanuts (to)?
show (to) the letter from the IRS (to)?
teach (to) the basics of poker (to)?
throw (to) the bouquet of flowers (to)?
disclose (to) the breach of security (to)?
give (to) a box of Belgian chocolates (to)?
grant (to) full access to the pool (to)?
mention (to) the cost of the damage (to)?
offer (to) a bribe of $25,000 (to)?
owe (to) a debt of millions of dollars (to)?
pass (to) several notes about me (to)?
pay (to) a bribe of $2,000 (to)?
serve (to) a slice of frosted cake (to)?
toss (to) the box of matches (to)?
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